INSPIRING LEADERSHIP

Stefan Hyttfors
Stefan Hyttfors is an acclaimed futurist, author and global speaker focused on future trends.
Stefan has a background as a journalist and economist, today he is one of Europe’s leading
voices on disruptive technologies, behavioral change and next generation leadership.
His presentations are tailor made but always with a solid foundation about sustainability,
globalisation and digitalisation. The feedback is always a mix of “inspiring and entertaining
with an important sense of urgency”.
According to Stefan the future is not to be predicted, it is to be created. His vision is to help
companies and individuals embrace disruptive change on a global scale to create a better
future. Stefan has been awarded the Swedish Speaker of the Year twice.

“I believe in being open and curious“
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Topics
THEMEN

•• Being cutting edge through customer driven innovation.
future economy of labor – what we should be aiming
•• The
for.
to turn leadership around, from one of self-serving
•• How
to team-serving.
traditional hierarchies are being replaced by
•• How
networks.
•• How to prepare for change in the face of uncertainty.
•• How to make your business more value oriented.
•• Increased sustainability through controlled growth.
value creation – making your business valuable
•• Holistic
for society, employees and clients, as well as owners.
to become more agile and competitive in the new
•• How
information economy.

HONORARE & SPRACHEN

“Stefan is a combination of a stand up comedian and thoughtful
key note speaker. He delivers energy and laughs while at the
same time making you reflect upon todays challenges and how
to tackle the unknown future. We really appreciated his key note
and I highly recommend him if you want an inspiring talk about
change. He was also very easy to work with.“
Alexander Westerdahl - Spotify
“Stefan Hyttfors brought great inspiration to our session and the
feedback from the worldwide audience was fantastic - combining the evolution of technology and what this means for us
as individuals, employees and leaders to have a healthy mindset
in this world of constant change, opened this people week with
an inspiring and embracing way to view change!“
Bettina Laux - SAP

MEDIEN

Keynote Presentation upon request
Day rate

upon request

Presentation
languages	
Ihre persönliche Beratung mit regionalen Ansprechpartnern.
Free Call aus dem jeweiligen Festnetz:

0 0 8 0 0 77 11 8811

00800 77 11 8811

00800 77 11 8811

